
Chapter Checklist
FIND YOUR WAY

FIND YOUR WAY is not just a book to read or use.

It’s also a guide that can help you navigate life’s
challenges and changes AND support you to live a

more meaningful and fulfilling life.

We can’t navigate challenge and change effectively
OR live a rich and meaningful life if we don’t:

Live with awareness
Go within for solutions

Be purposeful on a daily basis
Let life change us

and
Love ourselves along the way
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Introduction
Each chapter in FIND YOUR WAY focuses on these

5 essential aspects and here I’ve put together a
checklist you can use to bring you back to you and

your place of power and purpose. 

LOST, UNCERTAIN, CONFUSED
OVERWHELMED, AFRAID

DISCOURAGED, HELPLESS,
DOUBTFUL OR 

STUCK...

So whenever you're feeling:

you can turn to this list and check-in with where
you’re at with each of the 5 aspects to help you

find your way to:

CLARITY, CALM, PEACE,
MEANING, PURPOSE, TRUST 

AND COMPASSION.
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Live Aware
CHAPTER 1

Awareness - am I aware of what’s happening within me and   

around me?

Focus - where is my attention…on what I want or what I     

 don’t want?

Curiosity - could I be more curious about what’s going on  

 inside me and the situation?

Listening - am I listening to/paying attention to life’s           

 signals and messages?

Thinking - am I open to seeing and knowing a bigger               

picture?

Timing - is it time for watching and waiting or action and  

 activity?

Compassion - am I adding to the suffering or easing it?

Clarity - am I receptive to receiving answers, solutions or    

insights?
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Look within
CHAPTER 2

Knowing - am I looking within for guidance and              

 wisdom?

Self-belief - do I believe in and back myself?

Courage - can I use fear to ignite courage?

Strength - am I digging deep to draw on the strengths I   

have?

Honesty - am I truthful about how I feel and what I        

 need?

Hope - am I holding onto to hurt and pain or hope and  

 optimism?

Resetting - can I let go of what is holding me down or    

 back?

Faith - do I have faith in myself and in life to support    

 me? 
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Lead with Purpose
CHAPTER 3

Daily purpose - am I living with purpose moment by      

 moment?

Doing - can I live and do just this day?

Acceptance - am I accepting what is or arguing with       

 reality?

Meaning - what meaning am I giving to my                       

 experience / situation?

Motivation - do I remember and can I reinstate my         

 reason for action/change?   

Reframing - can I view my mistakes as learnings?            

 Goodness - am I able to find the good inherent in this          

situation?      

Empowered - am I using my power to choose and             

change effectively?
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Let life change you
CHAPTER 4

Opening - can I see that change is a chance for me to       

 change?

Growth - can I let go of who I am so that I may grow?

Learning - what am I unlearning as well as learning            

 through this challenge?

Release - can I release resistance to what I’m going           

 through so I can receive what I need?

Breakthrough - can I see this breaking down as a breaking  

through?

Process - can I accept that my process and progress are  

 perfect for me?

Healing - can I see the purpose in the pain I am                  

 experiencing?

Valuing - am I able to value all that I am going through     

 and how I have grown?
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Love yourself 
through the process
CHAPTER 5

Self-love - can I find a way to love myself right now?

Allowing - can I love myself enough to ask for the help I

need?

Befriending - am I being the friend I most need to myself?

Respecting - do I respect my own unique path and where  

I’m at?

Permission - am I giving myself the permission I need to 

 be who I am?

Voice - do I speak to myself like I matter and use my       

 voice to love and support me?

Self-compassion - do I treat myself and my heart with    

 tenderness?

Honour - do I honour the journey I have been on and all I    

have endured and achieved so far?
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There is no right way or wrong
way to journey through life … 

only your way. 
And you will find it!

REMEMBER

INSTAGRAM @seekerandsage

MORE RESOURCES and to join the monthly
e-letter seekerandsage.com/resources/

Thank you for joining me. 
Let's keep journeying together! 

PODCAST  anchor.fm/gena-mclean
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